We study the expressive power of fragments of inclusion logic under the so-called lax team semantics. The fragments are defined either by restricting the number of universal quantifiers, the number of inclusion atoms, or the arity of inclusion atoms. We show that the whole expressive power of inclusion logic can be captured using only five inclusion atoms in finite ordered models or, alternatively, only one universal quantifier in general. The arity hierarchy is shown to be strict by relating the question to the study of arity hierarchies in fixed point logics.
INTRODUCTION
In this article, we study the expressive power of inclusion logic (FO(⊆)) (Galliani 2012) with lax team semantics. Inclusion logic is a variant of dependence logic (FO(=(. . .))) (Väänänen 2007) , which extends first-order logic with dependence atoms =(x 1 , . . . , x n ), expressing that the values of x n depend functionally on the values of x 1 , . . . , x n−1 . Inclusion logic, instead, extends first-order logic with inclusion atoms x ⊆ y, which express that the set of values of x is included in the set of the values of y. We study the expressive power of three syntactic fragments of inclusion logic under the lax team semantics. The fragments FO(⊆)(k∀) and FO(k ⊆) are defined by restricting the number of universal quantifiers or the number of inclusion atoms in formulae, respectively. The fragments FO(⊆)(k-inc) restrict the arity of inclusion atoms to k. We will show that FO(⊆)(k∀) already captures FO(⊆) with k = 1 and that the fragments FO(⊆)(k-inc) give rise to an infinite, strict expressivity hierarchy. Furthermore, we show that FO(k ⊆) collapses at k = 5 in finite ordered models.
Since the introduction of dependence logic in 2007, many interesting variants of it have been presented. One reason for this orientation is the underlying semantical framework. Team semantics, introduced by Hodges in 1997 (Hodges 1997) , provides a natural way to extend logical formalisms with different kinds of dependency notions. Many of these notions, such as functional dependence or inclusion dependency, have been also extensively studied in the database community since the 1970s (Armstrong 1974; Casanova et al. 1984) . On the other hand, the independence atom of team semantics has intriguing connections to marginal independence in statistics, e.g., both classes enjoy the same finite axiomatization (Geiger et al. 1991; .
In expressive power, FO(=(. . .)) is equivalent to existential second-order logic (ESO) (Väänänen 2007) . For some variants of FO(=(. . .)), the correspondence with ESO does not hold or it can depend on which version of team semantics is being used. For instance, FO(⊆) corresponds in expressive power to ESO when using the so-called "strict team semantics" . Under the lax team semantics, FO(⊆) corresponds to positive greatest fixed point logic (GFP + ), which captures PTIME over finite ordered models (Galliani and Hella 2013) . In FO(=(. . .)), no separation between the strict and the lax version of team semantics exists since dependence atoms satisfy the so-called downward closure property. In the following, we briefly list some complexity theoretical aspects of FO(=(. . .)) and its variants.
-FO(=(. . .)) extended with the so-called intuitionistic implication → (introduced in Abramsky and Väänänen (2009) ) increases the expressive power of FO(=(. . .)) to full second-order logic (Yang 2013 ). -The model-checking problem of FO(=(. . .)), and many of its variants, was recently shown to be NEXPTIME-complete. Moreover, for any variant of FO(=(. . .)) whose atoms are PTIMEcomputable, the corresponding model-checking problem is contained in NEXPTIME (Grädel 2013 ). -The nonclassical interpretation of disjunction in FO(=(. . .)) has the effect that the modelchecking problems of ϕ 1 := =(x, y) ∨ =(u, v) and ϕ 2 := =(x, y) ∨ =(u, v) ∨ =(u, v) are already NL-complete and NP-complete, respectively (Kontinen 2010) .
This article pursues the line of study taken in and Durand and Kontinen (2012) , in which syntactical fragments of dependence and independence logic were investigated, respectively. Independence logic (FO(⊥ c )) extends first-order logic by conditional independence atoms
with the informal meaning that the values of y and z are independent of each other given any value of x. As FO(⊆), also FO(⊥ c ) does not have downward closure and is sensitive to the choice between the lax and the strict version of team semantics. For a set of atoms C, we use FO(C) (omitting the set parentheses of C) to denote the logic obtained by adding the atoms of C to first-order logic. FO(C)(k∀) denotes the sentences of FO(C) in which at most k variables are universally quantified. In Durand and Kontinen (2012) , it was shown that
where ESO f (k∀) denotes the Skolem normal form ESO sentences in which at most k universally quantified first-order variables appear. In , it was shown that (under the lax team semantics) (Galliani 2012; Galliani and Väänänen 2014) . By FO(|, ⊆), we denote the logic obtained by extending FO(⊆) with exclusion atoms x | y, which express that the sets of values for x and y are disjoint. Arity fragments in dependence and independence logics have been previously investigated in and Durand and Kontinen (2012) . By FO(C)(k-dep), we denote the sentences of FO(C) in which only dependence atoms of the form =(x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) with n ≤ k may appear. FO(C)(k-ind) denotes the sentences of FO(C) in which only independence atoms containing at most k + 1 different variables may appear. It was shown in and Durand and Kontinen (2012) that under the lax team semantics,
where ESO(k-ary) denote the sentences of ESO in which the quantified functions and relations have arity at most k. This yields a strict arity hierarchy for both FO(=(. . .)) and FO(⊥ c ) since the property "R is even" is definable in ESO(k-ary) but not in ESO((k − 1)-ary), for k-ary R (Ajtai 1983).
The main contribution of this article is to show that arity fragments of inclusion logic also give rise to a strict expressivity hierarchy. We let FO(C)(k-inc) denote the FO(C) sentences in which at most k-ary inclusion atoms (i.e., atoms of the form x ⊆ y, where | x | = | y| ≤ k) may appear. For proving the claim, we define, for each k ≥ 2, a graph property that is definable in FO(⊆)(k-inc) but not in FO(⊆)((k − 1)-inc). The nondefinability part of the proof will be based on Martin Grohe's work in fixed-point logics in Grohe (1996) , in which analogous results were proved for transitive closure logic (TC), least fixed-point logic (LFP), inflationary fixed point logic (IFP), and partial fixed point logic (PFP). We will also give a negative answer to the open question presented in , that is, whether the fragments FO(⊆)(k∀) give rise to an infinite expressivity hierarchy. This will be done by showing that FO(⊆)(1∀) = FO(⊆). However, if the strict version of team semantics is used, then we obtain that FO(⊆)(k∀) < FO(⊆)((k + 1)∀) (Hannula and Kontinen 2015) . Last, we present a novel translation from LFP to FO(⊆) in finite models using linear ordering. Since only 5 inclusion atoms are included in the translation, it follows that FO(5 ⊆) captures FO(⊆) in finite ordered models. Furthermore, the fragment FO(1 ⊆) is already sufficient in the presence of an additional BIT predicate. This predicate expresses, given two numbers i and j, that the jth bit of i is 1 when i is written in binary.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define inclusion logic and present some of its basic properties. In Section 3, we show that the hierarchy defined in terms of the number of universal quantifiers collapses. In Section 4, we show that the arity hierarchy is strict and in Section 5 that, in finite ordered models, the hierarchy defined in terms of the number of inclusion atoms collapses. In Section 6, we relate these results to analogous results in dependence logic and its variants and conclude the section with a list of open problems.
PRELIMINARIES

Notation
Unless otherwise stated, we use x 1 , x 2 , . . . to denote variables and t 1 , t 2 , . . . to denote terms. Analogously, x 1 , x 2 , . . . and t 1 , t 2 , . . . are used to denote tuples of variables and tuples of terms, respectively. For tuples a and b, we write a b for the concatenation of the tuples. If f is a unary function and (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a sequence listing members of Dom( f ), then we write f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) for ( f (x 1 ), . . . , f (x n )). For a tuple of terms t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ), we write t M s for the sequence (t M 1 s , . . . , t M n s ) that lists interpretations under a model M and an assignment s.
Inclusion Logic
The syntax of inclusion logic is obtained by adding inclusion atoms to the syntax of first-order logic.
Definition 2.1. FO(⊆) is defined by the following grammar. Note that, in an inclusion atom x 1 ⊆ x 2 , the tuples x 1 and x 2 must be of the same length.
FO(⊥ c ) and FO(=(. . .)) are obtained from Definition 2.1 by replacing inclusion atoms x 1 ⊆ x 2 with conditional independence atoms x 2 ⊥ x 1 x 3 and dependence atoms =( x 1 , x 2 ), respectively. Pure independence logic FO(⊥) is a fragment of FO(⊥ c ) in which only pure independence atoms x 1 ⊥ x 2 (i.e., atoms of the form x 1 ⊥ ∅ x 2 ) may appear. Also, for any C ⊆ {⊆, =(. . .), ⊥ c , ⊥}, we use FO(C) (omitting the set parentheses of C) to denote the logic obtained from Definition 2.1 by replacing inclusion atoms with atoms of C.
In order to define semantics for these logics, we need to define the concept of a team. Let M be a model. We assume that all of our models have at least two elements 1 . We will also refer by M to the universe of a model M. An assignment over M is a finite function that maps variables to
Also, one should note that if s is an assignment, then M |= s ϕ refers to Tarskian semantics and M |= {s } ϕ refers to team semantics.
Definition 2.2. For a model M, a team X , and a formula in FO(⊆, =(. . .), ⊥ c ), the satisfaction relation M |= X ϕ is defined as follows:
If M |= X ϕ, then we say that X satisfies ϕ in M. If ϕ is a sentence and M |= {∅} ϕ, 2 then we say that ϕ is true in M and write M |= ϕ.
Note that, in Definition 2.2, we obtain the lax version of team semantics. The strict version of team semantics is defined as in Definition 2.2, except that only disjoint subteams are allowed to witness disjunction and in existential quantification the function F is a mapping into M instead of P (M ) \ {∅}. That is, disjunction and existential quantification for strict disjunction are given as follows:
The difference between these variants of team semantics are discussed in more detail in Galliani (2012) .
First-order formulae are flat in the following sense (the proof is a straightforward structural induction). Proposition 2.3 (Flatness). For a model M, a first-order formula ϕ and a team X , the following are equivalent:
For a formula ϕ, we denote by Fr(ϕ) the set of variables that appear free in ϕ. When using ϕ ( x ) for ϕ, we denote that all free variables of ϕ are listed in x. If X is a team and V a set of variables, then X V denotes the team {s V | s ∈ X }, where s V is the restriction of the assignment s on V . All formulae of FO(⊆, =(. . .), ⊥ c ) satisfy the following locality property (note that this does not hold under the strict team semantics (Galliani 2012)), and inclusion logic formulae are in addition union closed. The proofs of the following two propositions are straightforward structural inductions.
Proposition 2.4 (Locality). Let M be a model, X be a team, ϕ ∈ FO(⊆, =(. . .), ⊥ c ), and V a set of variables such that Fr(ϕ) ⊆ V ⊆ Dom(X ). Then,
Proposition 2.5 (Union Closure). Let M be a model, X and Y two teams with a shared domain, and ϕ ∈ FO(⊆). Then,
We say that formulae ϕ,ψ ∈ FO(⊆, =(. . .), ⊥ c ) are logically equivalent, written ϕ ≡ ψ , if for all models M and teams X such that Fr(ϕ) ∪ Fr(ψ ) ⊆ Dom(X ),
Team-based logics under lax semantics have the following normal form property.
Theorem 2.6 ( ). Any formula ϕ ∈ FO(⊆, =(. . .), ⊥ c ) is logically equivalent to a formula ϕ such that -ϕ is of the form Q 1 x 1 . . . Q n x n ψ , where Q 1 . . . Q n is a sequence of quantifiers and ψ is quantifier free, -any literal or dependency atom that occurs in ϕ already occurred in ϕ, and -the number of universal quantifiers in ϕ is the same as the number of universal quantifiers in ϕ.
For logics L and L , we write L ≤ L if, for every signature τ , every L[τ ]-sentence is logically equivalent to some L [τ ]-sentence. We write L ≤ O L if L ≤ L is true in finite linearly ordered models. Equality and inequality relations are obtained from ≤ naturally. The following theorems characterize the expressive powers of our logics.
Theorem 2.7. (Väänänen 2007; Grädel and Väänänen 2013; Galliani and Väänänen 2014) , -FO(⊆) = GFP + (Galliani and Hella 2013) .
Next, we define the fragments of inclusion logic that are investigated in this article. , where x 1 x 2 is a sequence of length at most k + 1, may appear; and -FO(C)(k-ind) is the class of FO(C) formulae in which only conditional independence atoms of the form x 2 ⊥ x 1 x 3 , where x 1 x 2 x 3 is a sequence listing at most k + 1 distinct variables, may appear.
For an increasing (with respect to ≤) sequence of logics (L k ) k ∈N , we say that the L k -hierarchy collapses at level m if L m = k ∈N L k . If the L k hierarchy does not collapse at any level, then we say that the hierarchy is infinite.
As mentioned before, we show that the FO(k ⊆) hierarchy (in finite ordered models) and the FO(⊆)(k∀) hierarchy collapse at low levels but FO(⊆)(k-inc) forms a strict hierarchy that already holds in finite models.
UNIVERSAL HIERARCHY
We start with the fragments defined in terms of the number of universal quantifiers in formulae and show that the corresponding hierarchy collapses at level 1. This is proved by introducing a translation in which all universal quantifiers are removed and new existential quantifiers, new inclusion atoms, and one new universal quantifier are added. The translation already holds at the level of formulae.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ FO(⊆) be a formula. We define a formula ϕ ∈ FO(⊆)(1∀) such that ϕ ≡ ϕ . By Theorem 2.6, we may assume that ϕ is of the form
where θ is quantifier free. We let
where z lists Fr(ϕ). Now, let M be a model and X a team such that Fr(ϕ) ⊆ Dom(X ); we show that M |= X ϕ ⇔ M |= X ϕ . By Proposition 2.4, we may assume without loss of generality that Fr(ϕ) = Dom(X ). Assume first that M |= X ϕ. Then, we find, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, functions 3
For M |= X ϕ , it suffices to show that
(1)
By Proposition 2.4, M |= X [M /y] θ ; thus, it suffices to consider only the new inclusion atoms of Equation (1). Thus, let 1 ≤ i ≤ n be such that Q i = ∀ and let s ∈ X [M/y]; we need to find an
. Therefore, we may choose s to be any extension of
For the other direction, assume that M |= X ϕ . Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there are func-
. By Proposition 2.4, M |= X θ ; thus, it suffices to show that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n with Q i = ∀, F i is the constant function that maps assignments to M. Thus, let i be of the above kind and let s
First, note that since y is universally quantified, s (a/y) has an extension s 0 in X [M/y]. Therefore, by Equation (1)
In strict semantics, existential quantification tolerates only extensions of assignments with singleton sets. As a result, an above type of simulation of universal quantification by existential quantification is rendered impossible. Furthermore, a switch to strict semantics from lax semantics results in an increase in expressivity: existential quantification of a variable x over a model M with domain M and a team X with k-ary domain Dom(X ) defines implicitly a partial function f x from M k to M. Hence, it becomes possible to translate to inclusion logic existential second-order logic sentences of the form
where f 1 , . . . , f n are function variables. In particular, sentences of the above form correspond in expressivity to FO(⊆)(k∀) and enjoy a strict expressivity hierarchy in terms of the number of universal quantifiers (Hannula and Kontinen 2015; Grandjean and Olive 2004) . The strict hierarchy FO(⊆)(k∀) < FO(⊆)((k + 1)∀) then follows for strict semantics.
ARITY HIERARCHY
In this section, we show that the following strict arity hierarchy holds (already in finite models).
To prove this, we relate to Grohe (1996) , in which an analogous result was proved for TC, LFP, IFP, and PFP. More precisely, it was shown that, for k ≥ 2,
where the superscript part gives the maximum arity allowed for the fixed-point operator. Since TC k ≤ LFP k ≤ IFP k ≤ PFP k , a strict arity hierarchy is obtained for each of these logics.
We start by fixing τ as the signature consisting of one binary relation symbol E and 2k constant symbols b 1 , . . . ,b k , c 1 , . . . , c k . Then, the idea is to present an FO(⊆)(k-inc)[τ ]-definable graph property and show that it is not definable in FO(⊆)((k − 1)-inc)[τ ]. This graph property will actually be a negated version of the one that separates the fragments in Equation (2). For this, we first define a first-order formula EDGE k ( x, y) indicating that the k-tuples x and y form a 2k-clique in a graph. Recall that an (undirected) graph is an ordered pair G = (V , E) that consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E, that is, a symmetric binary relation on V . A clique of a graph is a subset of its vertices in which every two distinct vertices are connected by an edge. We now define EDGE k ( x, y) as follows:
( 3) The graph property is defined by taking the negation of the transitive closure of Equation (3).
The transitive closure of a 2k-ary relation P, written TC(P ), is defined as the intersection of all 2k-ary relations Q ⊇ P that are transitive. If P is also finite, then its transitive closure can be alternatively defined as P ∞ = ∞ i=0 P i for P i , defined recursively as follows: P 0 = P and P i+1 = P • P i for i > 0. Note that A • B denotes the composition of two relations A and B. An assignment s, a model M, and a formula ψ ( x, y, z) , where x and y are k-ary, give rise to a 2k-ary relation defined as follows:
Definition 4.2. Transitive closure logic TC is obtained by extending first-order logic with transitive closure formulae [TC x, y ψ ( x, y, z)]( t 0 , t 1 ), where t 0 and t 1 are k-ary sequences of terms and ψ ( x, y, z) is a formula where x and y are k-ary tuples of variables. The semantics of the transitive closure formula is defined as follows:
by the following theorem. 
Hence, for Theorem 4.1, it suffices to prove that
. In this part, we follow the work in Grohe (1996) . For k, n ≥ 1, we first let C k,n denote the set of all graphs A with universe
The following theorem generates a graph A ∈ C k,n , which will be used in the nondefinability proof. It was originally proved by Grohe (1996) using a method of Hrushovski (Hrushovski 1992) to extend partial isomorphisms of finite graphs.
Theorem 4.4 ( (Grohe 1996) ). Let k, n ≥ 2. Then, there exists a graph A ∈ C k,n such that (1) There exists a mapping row : A → {1, . . . , n} such that (2) There exists an automorphism ε of A that is self-inverse and preserves the rows, that is,
(3) There exist tuples b, c ∈ A k in the first and last row, respectively (i.e., ∀i ≤ k :
(4) For all a 1 , . . . , a k−1 ∈ A, there exists an automorphism f of A that is self-inverse, preserves the rows, and maps a 1 , . . . , a k−1 according to ε but leaves all elements in rows of distance > 1 from row(a 1 ), . . . , row(a k−1 ) fixed, that is,
Using this theorem, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let k ≥ 2 and let τ be a signature consisting of a binary relation symbol E and
The proof of this lemma is somewhat convoluted. Let us first delineate our proof strategy.
Outline of the proof
(1) First, we assume to the contrary that there is a ϕ , c) . By Theorem 2.6, we may assume that ϕ is of the form
(2) We let n = 2 m+2 and obtain a graph A ∈ C k,n for which items 1 to 4 of Theorem 4.4 hold.
In particular, we find two k-ary tuples b and c such that , ε ( c) ). Then, by the assumption (A, b, c 
(3) From X , we will construct a team X * such that
(4) At last, we will prove that Equation (4) 
showing that the team X * matches the quantifier prefix Q 1 x 1 . . . Q m x m for the model A and the team {∅}. Hence, we will obtain that A |= ϕ ( b, ε ( c) ). But now, since , c) . Hence, the assumption is false and we obtain the result of Lemma 4.5. We now proceed to the actual proof. Basically, we are left to show step 3 from the above list.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. We start from step 3 of the outline of the proof presented above. Hence, we have that
for X :
, and the first step is to construct a team X * such that
The team X * will be defined as swap(auto(X )), where swap and auto are two operators on teams.
The operator auto replaces all assignments s of a team with f • s, where f is a composition of automorphisms from item 4 of Theorem 4.4. Using these automorphisms, we will be able to map a given k − 1-ary sequence of vertices in a suitable way, fixing everything else. The operator swap then, determined by the rows on which an assignment s places m-ary sequences of variables x, chooses a middle row and fixes all of those s (x ) below this middle row, swapping all of those s (x ) above it. Intuitively, this middle row is generated by following a winning strategy of Duplicator in an EF game between two structures (A, b, c) and (A, b, ε ( c) ).
Let us start with the construction of the operation auto. By item 4 of Theorem 4.4, for all a listing a 1 , . . . , a k−1 ∈ A, there exists an automorphism f a that maps a pointwise to ε ( a), but leaves all elements in rows of distance > 1 from row(a 1 ), . . . , row(a k−1 ) fixed. Let F = (F , •) be the group generated by the automorphisms f a , where f a is obtained from item 4 of Theorem 4.4 and a is a sequence listing a 1 , . . . ,
Next, we will define the operation swap. For this, we will first define mappings mid and h. We let mid map m-sequences of {1, . . . , n} into {1, . . . , n} so that, for any p := (p 1 , . . . ,p m ) and q := (q 1 , . . . , q m ) in {1, . . . , n} m ,
We shall explain the construction of mid in detail in the following. An illustration of the reasoning behind its definition is also given in Figure 1 . 5 The mapping mid( p) is given in terms of two row parameters M and N that are defined inductively for i = 0, . . . ,m. The idea is that, at each i, no p 1 , . . . ,p i−1 takes a value in between M and N while at the same time the difference N − M is kept sufficiently large. Namely, at each i, we select M and N so that
This can be done inductively as follows. We let M := 1 and N := n for i = 0. Since n = 2 m+2 , we have that the conditions above hold. Assume that M and N are defined for i so that the conditions above hold; we define M and N for i + 1 as follows: 5 This figure depicts the fourth round of EF m ((A, b, c ), (A, b, ε ( c ) ), where Spoiler picks members of (A, b, c ) and Duplicator picks members of (A, b, ε ( c )) according to Duplicator's winning strategy. This winning strategy is facilitated by integers M and N that are after each round placed so that N − M ≥ 2 m+1−i . The dots α and β represent two alternative choices that Spoiler can make at the fourth round. If Spoiler chooses x 4 := α , then Duplicator chooses y 4 := α , and M is moved to row(α ). If Spoiler chooses x 4 := β , then Duplicator chooses y 4 := ε (β ), and N is moved to row(β ). The mapping mid on row(x 1 , . . . , x m ) is then any row between the final values of M and N . (1) If p i+1 − M ≤ N − p i+1 , then we let M := max{M, p i+1 } and N := N .
Hierarchies in Inclusion
(2) If p i+1 − M > N − p i+1 , then we let M := M and N := min{N , p i+1 }.
Note that, in both cases, ∀j ≤ i + 1 : p j ≤ M or p j ≥ N and
Proceeding in this way, we conclude that at the final stage m we have that N − M ≥ 2 with no p 1 , . . . ,p m strictly in between M and N . We then choose mid( p) as any number in ]M, N [. Note that by defining mid in this way, we are able to meet the conditions 1 to 3. We then define a mapping h : With X * now defined, we next show that Equation (6) holds. Without loss of generality, we may assume that if a constant symbol b j (or c j ) appears in an atomic subformula α of θ , then α is of the form x i = b j (or x i = c j ), where x i is an existentially quantified variable of the quantifier prefix. Hence, and by Equation (5), it now suffices to show that, for all Y ⊆ X and all quantifier-free ψ ∈ FO(⊆)((k − 1)-inc)[τ ] with the above restriction for constants,
This can be done by induction on the complexity of the quantifier-freeψ . Since Y * ∪ Z * = (Y ∪ Z ) * , for Y , Z ⊆ X , it suffices to consider only the case in whichψ is an atomic or negated atomic formula. For this, assume that (A, b, c) |= Y ψ ; we show that
Now, ψ is either of the form -Assume first that ψ is of the form x i = b j or x i = c j , and let s ∈ Y * be arbitrary. For Equation (7), it suffices to show by Proposition 2.3 that
First, note that s = h( f • t ) for some automorphism f ∈ F and assignment t ∈ Y for which, by the assumption and Proposition 2.3, (A, b, c) |= t ψ . Hence, for Equation (8), we only need to show that s (
For this, first recall that F is the group generated by automorphisms f a , where f a is obtained from item 4 of Theorem 4.4 and a is a sequence listing a 1 , . . . , a k−1 ∈ A such that 2 < row(a i ) < n − 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Therefore, f leaves all elements in the first and the last row fixed when f ( b) = b and f ( c) = c. On the other hand, by the definition of mid, 1 < mid(row( f • t ( x )))) < n;
Since tuples b and c are in the first and the last row, respectively, we conclude that the claim holds. The case in which ψ is of the form
some f ∈ F and t ∈ Y . For Equation (8), consider first the cases in which
Since f is a row-preserving automorphism, we conclude by the definition of h that s maps both x i and x j either according to f • t or according to ε • f • t. Since ε is also an automorphism, we obtain Equation (8) in both cases. Assume, then, that Equations (9) and (10) both fail. Then, by symmetry, suppose that we have that row(t (x i )) < mid(row(t ( x )))) < row(t (x j )).
Since (A, b, c) |= t ψ , we have by item 1 of Theorem 4.4 that ψ is ¬E (x i , x j ). Since f and ε preserve the rows, we have that row(s (x i )) < mid(row(s ( x )))) < row(s (x j )).
Therefore, we obtain that (A, b, c -Assume that ϕ is y ⊆ z for some y = y 1 . . . y l and z = z 1 . . . z l , where l ≤ k − 1. Let s ∈ Y * be arbitrary. For Equation (7), we show that there exists an s ∈ Y * such that s ( y) = s ( z). Now, s = h( f • t ) for some f ∈ F and t ∈ Y , and (A, b, c) |= Y ψ by the assumption. Hence, there exists a t ∈ Y such that t ( y) = t ( z). Recall that y and z list variables from x. We now let I list the indices 1 ≤ i ≤ l for which (i) or (ii) hold: 6 (i) row(t (y i )) < mid(row(t ( x ))) and row(t (z i )) > mid(row(t ( x ))),
(ii) row(t (y i )) > mid(row(t ( x ))) and row(t (z i )) < mid(row(t ( x ))).
Since |I | ≤ k − 1, choosing a := ( f • t (z i )) i ∈I , we find by item 4 of Theorem 4.4 an automorphism f a that swaps
by the definition, we have that 2 < row(t (z i )) < n − 1 for i ∈ I . Hence, f a ∈ F and s ∈ Y * . Moreover, for i ∈ I , we obtain that
6 An example in which y := y 1 y 2 y 3 and z := z 1 z 2 z 3 are illustrated can be found in Figure 2 . Note that, in the example, I = {2} since the index number 2 satisfies (ii). Then, letting s 0 := h (f • t ), we obtain s (y 1 y 3 ) = s 0 (z 1 z 3 ) but only s (y 2 ) = ε • s 0 (z 2 ). Figure 3 shows that choosing s := h (f a • f • t ) for a := f • t (z 2 ), we obtain that s ( y ) = s ( z ).
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M. Hannula For the first and last equalities, note that f a and f preserve the rows. For (i), recall also that ε is self-inverse. Let then 1 ≤ j ≤ l be such that j I when both (i) and (ii) and fail for j. Then, we obtain that row(t (y j )) > mid(row(t ( x ))) and row(t (z j )) > mid(row(t ( x ))) or (11) row(t (y j )) < mid(row(t ( x ))) and row(t (z j )) < mid(row(t ( x ))).
( 12) Assume first that Equation (11) holds and let i ∈ I . Then, either
Since t (y j ) = t (z j ), t (y i ) = t (z i ) and f preserves the rows, in both cases we conclude that
Therefore, f a leaves f • t (z j ) fixed. By Equation (11), we now have that
The case in which Equation (12) holds is analogous. Hence, s ( y) = s ( z). This concludes the case of inclusion atom and thus the proof of (A, b, ε ( c) ) |= X * θ .
We have now concluded Step 3 of the outline of the proof. Next, we show the last part of the proof. That is, we show that X * can be constructed by quantifying Q 1 x 1 . . . Q m x m in A over {∅}. For this, it suffices to show the following claim.
Claim: Let a ∈ A, p ∈ {1, . . . ,m} be such that Q p = ∀ and s ∈ X * {x 1 , . . . , x p−1 }. Then, s (a/x p ) ∈ X * {x 1 , . . . , x p }.
Proof. Let a, p, and s be as in the assumption. Then,
First, note that since
we have by item 3 of the definition of mid that, for i ≤ p − 1, inequalities Equations (13), (14), and (15) are equivalent:
Since f also preserves the rows, we have by the definition of h that h( f • t 0 ), h( f • t 1 ) and h( f • t ) all agree in variables x 1 , . . . , x p−1 . Note that ε also preserves the rows; thus we have that row(a 0 ) = row(a 1 ). Since, then, row(t 0 (x i )) = row(t 1 (x i )) for i ≤ p, we have by item 3 of the definition of mid that row(t 0 (x p )) < mid(row(t 0 ( x ))) iff row(t 1 (x p )) < mid(row(t 1 ( x ))).
Therefore, either row(t 0 (x p )) < mid(row(t 0 ( x ))) or row(t 1 (x p )) > mid(row(t 1 ( x ))).
Then, in the first case, h( f
Hence, s (a/x p ) ∈ X * {x 1 , . . . , x p }. This concludes the proof of the claim.
We have now shown that X * can be constructed by quantifying Q 1 x 1 . . . Q m x m in A over {∅}. Also, previously we showed that (A, b, ε ( c)) |= X * θ . Therefore, since ϕ = Q 1 x 1 . . . Q m x m θ , we obtain that (A, b, ε ( c)) |= ϕ. Hence, the assumption that ϕ ( b, c) , ε ( c) ), which contradicts the fact that , ε ( c) ) by Theorem 4.4. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.5.
By Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.5, we conclude that Theorem 4.1 holds.
NUMBER OF INCLUSION ATOMS
In this section, we consider the number of inclusion atoms as a possible measure of complexity. Restricting attention to finite ordered models and relating to fixed-point logic, it turns out that the whole expressive power of FO(⊆) can be captured with only 5 inclusion atoms.
Let A be a finite set, and let Γ be an operator on A, that is, a mapping from P (A) into P (A). A set P ⊆ A is called a fixed point of Γ if Γ(P ) = P. If, additionally, P ⊆ Q (Q ⊆ P) for all fixed points Q of Γ, then P is called the least (greatest) fixed point. Using Γ, we define recursively sets X i so that X 0 = ∅ and X i+1 = Γ(X i ); furthermore, we let X ∞ = ∞ i=0 X i . The operator Γ is said to be monotone if, for all P and Q, P ⊆ Q implies Γ(P ) ⊆ Γ(Q ). For monotone operators Γ, the least fixed point (LFP(Γ)) always exists and can be defined as (see, e.g., Libkin (2004) )
For monotone operators Γ on a finite A, there exists k ≤ |A| such that X ∞ = X k . Furthermore, for monotone Γ, the greatest fixed point (GFP(Γ)) exists and can be defined as
Let R be a k-ary relation symbol and x a k-ary sequence of variables, and let ψ (R, x, y) be a first-order formula. For an assignment s and a model M, ψ (R, x, y) determines an operator Γ ψ ,M,s : a, s ( y) )}.
If, in addition, ψ is R-positive, that is, R appears in ψ only under an even number of negations, then the operator Γ ψ ,M,s is monotone. We may now define least and greatest fixed-point logics.
Definition 5.1. Least fixed-point logic LFP is obtained by extending first-order logic with least fixed-point operators [LFP R, x ψ (R, x, y)]( t ), where R is a k-ary relation symbol, x a k-ary sequence of variables, and ψ (R, x, y) is an R-positive formula. The semantics of the least fixed-point operator is defined as follows: Positive least and greatest fixed-point logics (LFP + and GFP + , resp.) are defined as the fragments of their respective logics in which fixed-point operators occur only positively, that is, under an even number of negations. The correspondence FO(⊆) = GFP + was proved originally by Galliani and Hella (Galliani and Hella 2013) . This result has the following consequence.
Theorem 5.2 ((Galliani and Hella 2013; Immerman 1986) ). Over finite models, FO(⊆) = GFP + = GFP = LFP.
Note that the translation from GFP + to FO(⊆) in Galliani and Hella (2013) exploits an unbounded number of inclusion atoms. In what follows, we will show that, using a built-in ordering, one can translate LFP sentences directly to FO(⊆) sentences that contain only 5 inclusion atoms.
Consider first the following lemma, which shows how to replace positive occurrences of relational atoms with inclusion atoms. The proof of the lemma is a straightforward exercise and left to the reader. Recall that inclusion atoms of the form t ⊆ y are to be interpreted as formulae ∃ z( t = z ∧ z ⊆ y).
Lemma 5.3. Let R be a k-ary relation symbol, let x and y be disjoint sequences of variables where y is k-ary, and let ϕ (R, x ) be an R-positive negation normal form first-order formula whose quantified variables are not listed in x y. Then, for all models M and teams X over M with Dom(X ) ⊇ {x ∈ x y},
where X s ( y) is the relation {s ( y) | s ∈ X , s ( x ) = s ( x )} and ϕ * ( x, y) is obtained from ϕ (R, x ) by replacing, for any k-ary sequence of terms t, each occurrence of R( t ) with x t ⊆ x y.
The set of free variables Fr(ϕ) of the fixed-point formula ϕ = [LFP R, x ψ ]( t ) is defined as the set of those variables that either appear in some of the terms listed in t or appear free in ψ but are not listed in x. The following lemma now shows that any application of the least fixed-point operator over a first-order formula translates to an inclusion logic sentence with only a moderate blow-up in the number of inclusion atoms. Note that, for a first-order formula ϕ, we write ϕ + (or ϕ − ) for the formula obtained from ϕ (¬ϕ) by pushing negation in front of atomic formulae.
Lemma 5.4. Let R, u, and t be, respectively, a relation symbol, a sequence of variables, and a sequence of terms, each k-ary, and let ϕ (R, u, x ) be an R-positive first-order formula with n occurrences of R-atoms. Then, there is an FO((n + 2) ⊆) formula ψ such that, for all finite ordered models M and teams X over M with Dom(X ) ⊇ Fr ([LFP R, u ϕ (R, u, x ) ]( t )), the following are equivalent:
Proof. We define a formula ψ for which we show directions (i) ⇒ (iii) and (iii) ⇒ (ii). The direction (ii) ⇒ (i) follows by the union closure of inclusion logic (Proposition 2.5). M is equipped with a linear order ≤ that will be used to count the number of iterations of the fixed point operator. We may assume without loss of generality that x is a sequence that contains all free variables of [LFP R, u ϕ (R, u, x ) ]( t ) and no quantified variables from ϕ. We write i y < i z (or i y = 0) to denote the first-order formula expressing that i y is less than i z ( i y is the least element) in the lexicographical ordering induced by the linear order ≤. We show that the following formula satisfies the claim. Recall that inclusion atoms in which terms appear can be rewritten to proper syntactic form using existentially quantified variables and fresh equality atoms. In Equation (18), tuples y and z represent members of the fixed point and i y and i z their associated iteration count. Consider first the direction (i) ⇒ (iii). Assuming that M |= X ψ ( x ), we fix some s ∈ X and show that M |= s [LFP R, u ϕ (R, u, x )]( t ). By the assumption, there is a function F from X into the nonempty subsets of M 4k such that M and Y := X [F / y z i y i z ] satisfy the quantifier-free part of Equation (18
. We prove this claim by induction on the values of s ( i y ). Assume first that s ( i y ) = 0. Since s belongs to some Y ⊆ Y such that M |= Y i y = 0 ∧ ϕ + (⊥, y, x ) , by the flatness property of first-order logic (Proposition 2.3), we obtain that M |= s ϕ + (⊥, y, x ) ; thus, the claim follows. Assume, then, that s ( i y ) is not minimal and that for all s ∈ Y s with s ( i y ) < s ( i y ) the claim holds. Since M |= Y ϕ + (⊆, y, x ), applying Lemma 5.3, we obtain that (M,
The inequality i z < i y and the inclusion atom x z i z ⊆ x y i y then enforce that Z s ( z) is subsumed by {s ( y) | s ∈ Y s , s ( i y ) < s ( i y )}, which, by the induction assumption, is a relation whose all members belong to the least fixed-point LFP(Γ ϕ,M,s ). Since ϕ is R-positive, (M, R M = LFP(Γ ϕ,M,s )) |= s ϕ (R, y). Hence, the claim for nonminimal s ( i y ) follows, which concludes the induction proof.
Consider, then, the direction (iii) ⇒ (ii). Assuming that M |= s [LFP R, u ϕ (R, u, x ) ]( t ), we show that M |= {s } ψ . Note that the least fixed-point LFP(Γ ϕ,M,s ) is reached after at most |M | k iterations. Let Y be the team that consists of all mappings s :
By this construction and the induction assumption, the team X obtained by joining {s} with Y satisfies x t ⊆ x y and x z i z ⊆ x y i y , and M and X := {s ∈ X | s ( i y ) = 0} satisfy ϕ + (⊥, x ) . On the other hand, we obtain by Lemma 5.3 that M |= X \X ϕ + (⊆, y, x ) , which concludes the proof.
Formulae of the form [LFP R, u ϕ (R, u, x )]( t ), for first-order ϕ, already capture the whole expressive power of least fixed-point logic over finite models (Immerman 1986; Moschovakis 1974) . Moreover, in the presence of ordering, one can restrict the number of occurrences of R to three.
Theorem 5.5 ( (Immerman 1986) ). For all LFP formulae ϕ, there is a first-order formula ψ (R, x ) such that ϕ is equivalent to [LFP R, x ψ (R, x )]( 0) over finite ordered structures with constant 0. Furthermore, ψ is such that it has only 3 occurrences of R-atoms.
The proof in Immerman (1986) simulates PTIME computations by taking the fixed point over R in ψ ( p, t, a) that indicates that the contents of tape cell position p at time t are "a," where p and t are tuples encoding positive integers. This can be done recursively by stating that either t = 0 and p contains a in the initial configuration or there are a 0 , a 1 , a 2 such that R( p − 1, t − 1, a 0 ), R( p, t − 1, a 1 ), R( p + 1, t − 1, a 2 ) hold and ( p − 1, t − 1, a 0 ), ( p, t − 1, a 1 ), ( p + 1, t − 1, a 2 ) correctly determine ( p, t, a) . It now follows that, in the presence of ordering, FO(5 ⊆) captures LFP.
Theorem 5.6. Over finite ordered models, FO(5 ⊆) = FO(⊆) = LFP.
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, FO(⊆) = LFP already holds over finite models. Hence, it suffices to transform an arbitrary LFP sentence ϕ to an FO(5 ⊆) sentence ϕ * . By Theorem 5.5, there is a firstorder formula ψ (R, x ) with 3 occurrences of R and such that ϕ is equivalent to [LFP R, x ψ (R, x )]( 0) over finite ordered models. This sentence can be rewritten in the form ∃y([LFP R, x ψ * (R, x, y)]( y)), where ψ * is obtained from ψ by replacing all occurrences of 0 with y. 7 By Lemma 5.4, we find an inclusion logic formula ψ 0 that contains only 5 inclusion atoms and is equivalent to [LFP R, x ψ * (R, x, y)]( y) over finite ordered models. Choosing ϕ * = ∃yψ 0 now shows the claim.
It is plausible that one can prove the collapse of the FO(k ⊆) hierarchy without relating to LFP first. Such a method might still rely on the linear order of the model, possibly using it to merge multiple inclusion atoms into one. Another open question is to consider this hierarchy without linear order. Since the fixed-point hierarchy also collapses in finite models without ordering (Immerman 1986 ), a simulation of a single fixed-point operator would be sufficient. Another possibility is that the absence of linear order renders this hierarchy infinite.
We now obtain as a corollary of Theorem 5.6 that FO(5 ⊆) captures polynomial time in finite ordered models. This follows by Theorem 5.6 and the next theorem.
Theorem 5.7 (Immerman 1986; Vardi 1982) . A class of finite ordered models can be recognized in PTIME if and only if it is definable in LFP.
Intuitively, the formula expresses that the assignment xl x → c 0 0 can be extended to a team satisfying ψ . The formula ψ enforces that (x, z) is always mapped to an edge of the graph and that all outgoing edges (x, y) from A are also represented by such pairs. Each edge (x, z) then increases the count to l z = l x + 1, and recursion is generated by the inclusion atom zl z ⊆ xl x . Finally, the last conjunct of E * enforces that the described alternating path from c 0 has by l x = n − 1 arrived at x = c 1 .
We start by showing the only-if direction of the claim. Assuming that (G, ≤, c 0 , c 1 ) |= ϕ, we prove that there is an alternating path from c 0 to c 1 . By the assumption, we find that Y ∪ Z 0 = {(x, i) | i = 0, . . . , n − 1} such that Y satisfies x c 0 and Z 0 satisfies ∃l x ∀y∀l y ∃z∃l z (ψ ∧ zl z ⊆ xl x ). Furthermore, some appropriate extension Z of Z 0 satisfies ψ ∧ zl z ⊆ xl x . Let us fix some s 0 from Z that maps x to c 0 . Using this assignment, we now construct the alternating path. To this end, define vertex sets T 0 , . . . , T n−1 as follows. Let T 0 consist of the single vertex c 0 and, given T i , let
Note that, for each v ∈ T i , some s ∈ Z maps (x, l x ) to (v, i). For T 0 = {c 0 }, this is witnessed by s 0 because it satisfies the third conjunct of ψ . For T i+1 , this follows since Z satisfies the first conjunct of ψ as well as zl z ⊆ xl x . It suffices to show by backward induction on i that {(v, c 1 ) | v ∈ T i } ⊆ P G a for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1.
-i = n − 1: For any v ∈ T n−1 there is s ∈ Z mapping (x, l x ) to (v, n − 1). Since s satisfies E * (x, l x , z, l z ), it follows that v = c 1 , in which case the claim follows trivially. -i < n − 1: Suppose that v ∈ T i . Without loss of generality, v is distinct from c 1 . Again, we find s ∈ Z mapping (x, l x ) to (v, i). Since s satisfies E * (x, l x , z, l z ), there is an edge from v into T i+1 . Suppose that A(v) holds and consider an arbitrary edge (v, v ). Since y and l y are universally quantified in Z , we find s ∈ Z that maps (x, l x , y, l y ) to (v, i, v , i + 1). Since s satisfies E * (x, l x , y, l y ) and the second conjunct of ψ , it now follows that v ∈ T i+1 . Hence, by induction assumption, the claim follows for i. This concludes the only-if direction.
For the if direction, assuming that (c 0 , c 1 ) ∈ P G a , we show that (G, ≤, c 0 , c 1 ) |= ϕ. Note that P G a is a least fixed-point that can be obtained after n iterations. Therefore, there exist pairwise disjoint vertex sets T i for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 such that -T 0 = {c 0 } and T n−1 = {c 1 }, -for all v ∈ T i \ {c 1 }, there is an edge (v, w ) such that w ∈ T >i and if A(v) holds, then w ∈ T >i for all edges (v, w ),
where T >i is defined as j >i T j . We define Z 0 = n−1 i=0 T i and Y = V \ Z 0 . Since Y satisfies x c 0 , we need to show that Z 0 satisfies ∃l x ∀y∀l y ∃z∃l z (ψ ∧ zl z ⊆ xl x ). Let us write s v,w for an assignment s mapping (x, l x ) to (v, w ). We define Z 1 = {s v,i | ∃j ≥ i : v ∈ T j }. Note that Z 1 is correctly defined in terms of the existential quantification of l x . We may then define a team Z obtained from Z 1 [M 2 /yl y ] by extending each s ∈ Z 1 [M 2 /yl y ] with values s (z) and s (l z ) such that (1) E * (s (x ), s (l x ), s (z), s (l z )) holds;
(2) (s (z), s (l z )) = (s (y), s (l y )) if A * (s (x )) and E * (s (x ), s (l x ), s (y), s (l y )) hold; and (3) s (x ) = c 1 implies that s (xl x ) = s (zl z ). 
CONCLUSION
We have shown that the arity fragments of inclusion logic give rise to a strict expressivity hierarchy. Earlier, analogous results have been proved for dependence logic and independence logic. We also observed that the FO(⊆)(k∀) hierarchy collapses at a very low level, as is the case with the FO(⊥ c )(k∀) hierarchy. However, the FO(=(. . .))(k∀)-hierarchy is infinite since it can be related to the strict ESO f (k∀) hierarchy. Furthermore, we have shown that, in finite ordered models, the FO(k ⊆) hierarchy collapses at k = 5. From the results of and Durand and Kontinen (2012) , and this article, we obtain the classification in Table 1 for syntactical hierarchies of dependence, independence, and inclusion logic with lax semantics. It would be interesting to extend our investigations of arity fragments to ordered models. However, it appears that the techniques used in this article would no longer be useful in that setting. Namely, we cannot hope to construct two ordered models in the style of Theorem 4.4. In fixed-point logics, this same question has been studied in the 1990s. Imhof (1996) showed that the arity hierarchy of PFP remains strict in ordered models (PFP k < O PFP k+1 ) by relating the PFP k fragments to the degree hierarchy within PSPACE. For LFP and IFP, the same question appears to be more difficult, since both collapse and its negation have strong complexity theoretical consequences. For both IFP and LFP in ordered models, collapse of arity hierarchy implies that PTIME < PSPACE and infinite arity hierarchy implies that LOGSPACE < PTIME. It might be possible to prove similar results for inclusion logic by relating the fragments FO(⊆)(k-inc) to arity fragments of fixed-point logics. However, the translations between FO(⊆) and GFP provided in Galliani and Hella (2013) do not respect arities. It remains open as to whether collapse of the FO(⊆)(k-inc) hierarchy or its negation have such strong consequences or whether it is possible to relate the FO(⊆)(k-inc) fragments in ordered models to the degree hierarchy within PTIME. Another open problem is to determine whether the FO(k ⊆) hierarchy collapses without linear order.
